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ABSTRACT

There is currently a shortage of graduates with the necessary skills for jobs in data analytics and “Big Data”. Recently many new university degrees have been created to address the skills gap, but they are mostly computer science based with little coverage of statistics. In this chapter, the perceptions of graduates and academics about the types of expertise and the types of software skills required for this field are documented based on two online surveys in Australia and New Zealand. The results showed that Statistical Analysis and Statistical Software Skills were the most necessary type of expertise required. Graduates in industry identified SQL as the most necessary software skill while academics teaching in relevant disciplines identified R programming as the most necessary software skill for Big Data analysis. The authors recommend multidisciplinary degrees where the appropriate combination of skills in statistics and computing can be provided for future graduates.
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INTRODUCTION

Nobody can imagine a part of the developed world where more than half of the population is illiterate. In the developing world there might still be small pockets of the population who would benefit from learning to read and write, although they would be a minority. What about numerical and statistical literacy? Unfortunately, even in the developed world, we cannot be so confident as to say that people with numerical skills and statistical literacy are the majority (OECD, 2016, p.13). The need to educate people on statistical skills and literacy has been becoming more urgent with advent of the “Big Data” era, especially where most of the educators of the “Big Data” users and analysts are from computer science departments.

Around the world, there is an explosion of “data science” and “Big Data” degrees which were initiated by computer science departments who may lack the expertise to provide statistical literacy and statistical knowledge to future data scientists. Most Australian universities offer degree programs at both undergraduate and postgraduate level in mathematics, statistics, and computer science, however there does not seem to be a good example of collaboration between these three disciplines to educate future data scientists who would be dealing with “Big Data” analysis (Kyng, Bilgin, & Puang-Ngern, 2016; Puang-Ngern, 2015). Unfortunately the need to collaborate is not obvious to either the majority of the computer science academics or to the majority of the statistics academics. The authors argue that computer science academics believe that data science is all about computing. The structure of currently available data science degrees (which have subjects mainly offered by computer science departments) is a manifestation of what they think data science is, such that these degrees do not have as much statistics as needed for data scientists. The authors also argue that the majority of the statistics academics prefer to ignore data science with the expectation that “data science” is a temporary fad and a rebadging of statistical science by IT professionals which will go away soon. The miniscule number of presentations related to data science in the international statistics education conferences since 2010 is an indication of this ignorance. There were zero in ICOTS 8 (2010) and in IASE satellite (2011 and 2013); one in IASE roundtable (Finzer, 2012); five in ICOTS 9 (Kudo et al., 2014; Ridgway et al., 2014; McNamara & Hansen, 2014; Kaplan et al., 2014; Horton et al., 2014); one in IASE satellite (Kyng et al., 2015) and three in the last IASE roundtable (Schwab-McCoy, 2016; Gould, 2016; Bergen, 2016). These conferences are well attended by the statistics education community and influence the ideas of many attendees. The limited number of presentations during these conferences on data science/Big Data is an indication of the lack of interest in data science by statistics educators.
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